
high isotope concentrations are comparable in both methods
(14â€”18)for similar resolution. By using standard statistical
techniques, our group has been able to quantify that im
provement in phantoms and in real PET data from â€˜8F-2-
fluoro-2-decxyglucose (FDG) human brain studies for the
case of standard (nontime-of-flight)PET. The analysis shows
that the expected error in the estimation of uptake in regions
of low uptake drops by approximately one-third in MLE
reconstructions by comparison with FBP reconstructions of
the same data (19).

The reduced noise in low uptake regions raises the ex
pectation that detectability of small focal lesions in those
regions would be better with MLE than with FBP recon
structions. A number of figures of merit or confidence
factors have been devised for the purpose of predicting the
performance of human observers in carrying out well spec
ified tasks under controlled conditions. For the PET case,
with correlated noise resulting from a nonlinear recon
struction method (MLE), and in the very complex task of
detection in real PET FDG images, the state of the art is
still farfrombeing able to predicthumanperformance.We
are then left with the time-consumingbut proven receiver
operator characteristic (ROC) methodology to verify the
correctness of our expectation. We focused on lesions in
both grey and white matter of a nature and contrast level
thatmake themborderlinein detectability. Lesions that are
easy to detect by FBP would also be easily detectable by
MLE and those that are impossible to detect by FBP may
also be undetectable by MLE. It is in borderline cases
where the MLE method can be expected to yield better
results.

MEIHODS

ROCmethodologyis nowwellestablishedas a reliableway of
statistically determining the differences in performance of medical
procedures that combine human observers and technology in

The resultsof a receiveroperatorcharacteristic(ROC)study
comparingmadmumlIkelihoodestimator(MLE)reconstructions
of humanFDGPETbrainscan datato filteredbackprojection
reconstructionsof the same dataare reported.The purposeof
the study was to determIne whether MLE reconstructions would
result in higher detectabIlityof small focal lesions Introduced
artifidallyInto otherwlse normal scan data. One physiclan as
slated indefiningthe locationand Intensityofthe lesionsand five
physicians read the final Images. Data from 90 datasets were
used forthe study.Ofthose, 42 wereleftln thelrorIglnalâ€œnormalâ€•
conditionand 48 were modifiedby added lesions. Alldatasets
were reconstructedbythetwo methods and submittedtothe five
physicians for evaluation.The results show an Increase In the
area under the ROC curve from approximately0.65 for filtered
backprojectlonto approximately0.71 forthe madmum likelIhood
reconstructionsforfour ofthe fiveobservers withgood statistical
slgnfficance.

J NucIMed1993;34:1198-1203

he maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) method of
image reconstruction for emission tomography has been
understudy by researchgroupsfor several years because it
promises lower noise and its consequent higher effective
sensitivity when compared with standard filtered backpro
jection (FBP) methods (1â€”13).After questions related to
behavior of MLE algorithms at high iteration numbers have
been resolved and the effects controlled, studies indicate that
MLE reconstructions of positron emission tomography
(PET) data exhibit lower noise in regions oflow radioisotope
uptake than FBP reconstructions. The noise in regions of
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medical diagnostic tasks (20-23). A well-definedprotocol that
considers a numberofpossible pitfallsin those studies is essential
if the final results are to have statistical validity (24,25).We
presenthere the procedureswe followedinavery strictmannerin
orderto ensuresuchstatisticalvalidity.

DataS&sctlonandOrganization
FDGPETscandatafrom15individualswereutilizedforthis

study. All 15 were either normal volunteers or patients who
yieldedPET studies that were considerednormal.Data for each
individualconsistedof 15planesthroughthe brain in a numberof
time frames adding up to totals from 30 mm to more than 1 hr
obtainedwitha Cfl-831 tomograph(Knoxville,TN) Datacollec
tion started approximately45 mm after FDG injection.A prelim
mazy study showed that in the absence of additional anatomical
information(i.e., providedby planesadjacentto the one under
study),physicianswerenotableto detectfocallesionsthatwould
havebeenconsideredtobe quiteobvious(basedonlocalcontrast
ratios and on nonblindedcomparisonwith the originalimage)to
thephysicistswhoplacedthemintothedatasets(25).Inorderto
providethat anatomicalinformation,all imageswere preparedas
sets of three consecutive planes, with the center plane being
evaluated for presence or absence of a lesion. These sets of three
imagesare referred to as â€œimagesets.â€•Ninety imagesets were
formedfromthe 225availableplanes,with mostof the peripheral
planes being reused in differentimage sets (bottom plane of one
set becoming top plane of another set). The central planes for all
thesetsweredifferentandwereneverusedas peripheralplanes.
Planes 1 and 15 of most of the patientswere removedfrom
consideration for the datasets because they often showed little
grey or white matter that was suitablefor our study.

Statisticalpower in ROC studies is maximizedwhen approxi
mately half of the images are normal. From the 90 image sets, we
selected42sets at randomto be left as â€œnormals,â€•i.e., no lesion
was addedto them. The remaining48imagesets receivedlesions
as described below. The cumulative time frame for each of the 90
image sets to be used in the ROC evaluation contained approxi
mately 1.4 million counts in the center plane. This number was
selected qualitatively as yielding images that are noisy, but not
excessively so. It corresponds to a typical 5-rain time frame for
manyof the patientstudiesthatwe haveseen. The selectionof
noisy images is consistentwith our aim of comparingMLE re
constructionswith FBP reconstructionsthroughdetectabilitycx
perimentsin borderlinecases, althoughit may not be a standard
clinicalFIXI procedure.Theexperimentcorrespondsto a general
situationin manyotherPETstudieswithcount-limitedimages.

Introduction of Lslons
Inadditiontopreparingthe1.4-millioncountimagesets, allthe

available time frames for each image set were totaled to provide
â€œhigh-countâ€•image sets. These were used for the introduction of
artificiallesions in order to decouple the problemof generating
medicallyplausiblelesionsfrom that of detectinglesionsin low
count datasets.

Three kinds of lesions were introduced: (1) additive lesions in
grey matter, (2) subtractive lesions in grey matter and (3) additive
lesions in white matter. Subtractivelesions in white matterwere
notconsideredforseveralreasons.First,smallsubtractivewhite
matterlesionswouldalmostcertainlybe consideredas aneffect
dueto noiseinourimages.Forexample,PETimagesofnoise and
resolution characteristicssimilarto ours would commonly be Un
able to delineateboundariesbetweenwhitematter,wherelittle
uptake is expected, fromventricles, where no uptakeis expected.

Second, the applicabilityof PET for such lesions (especiallyby
comparisonwith that of structural imagingsuch as computed
tomographyor magneticresonance imaging)would be expected
to be quite limited in routine clinical use. The choice of which
dataset gets what type of lesion was done at random. From a
medicalpointofview, the lesionscorrespondedto plausiblecases
of smallfocallesionsfoundinclinicalpractice.Theintensity,size
andlocalcontrastwerechosenso thatin thehigh-countdatasets
used for that purpose, the lesions were reasonably easy to detect
by experienced physicians. It was expected, however, that a
range of difficulty would come naturally from the process. In
approximately 30% ofthe cases, lesions were allowed to extend to
theperipheralplaneaboveor belowthecenterplaneto be eval
uated,aswouldoccurinpractice.

Once a proposed lesion was found to be acceptable, it was
transferred to the 1.4-millioncount image set, preserving location
and relativecontrastor intensity,in the followingmanner:A
â€œperfectâ€•lesion was first projected into the data space by multi
plicationwith the responsematrixof the tomograph.For additive
lesions,the new countswere addedto the originaldatasetin a
Poisson fashion For subtractive lesions, the projected counts
wereremovedfromthe scandataby the thinningprocesswhich
preserves their Poisson characteristics. The modified datasets
werefinallyreconstructedby MLEandFBPforpresentationto
the observers.Figures1, 2 and3 show examplesof high-count
imagesets, both beforeand after the introductionoflesions. Also
shownare the FBP and MLE reconstructionsof the correspond
ing low-count image sets (labeled ROC) with lesions for the cases
with an additivelesionin greymatter, a subtractivelesionin grey
matterandanadditivelesioninwhitematter.

Rsconstructlon Msthods
The normaland modifiedimagesets were reconstructedby

FBPusinga ButterworthfilterwithcharacteristicsshowninFig
ure 4. This filter represents an improvementover the Shepp
Logan filter used routinely for FDG images with approximately
1.4 millioncounts also shown in the same figure.The Butterworth
filterenhances the middlefrequenciesand cuts off the high fre
quenciesmorestronglywherethereis apredominantcontribution
from noise. The choice of parameters for the Butterworth filter
was verifiedby the five observers as yieldingimageswith the
optimal information for that number of counts.

Allthe datasetswere alsoreconstructedby the maximumlike
lihood estimator with cross-validation (MLE-CV) method with a
small amount of Gaussian postfiltering, yielding images with a
resolution equivalent to the FBP images. The reconstruction pro
cedurc and resolution evaluation have been described in detail
(19).All the imageswere reconstructedon a 128 x 128grid of
pixels with a side dimension of 0.18 cm.

ltiiags Sit Pressntatlon
Images were submitted to the five observers in groups of 15

imagesets containinga balanced set of normals and lesions as
follows:

1. Therewere seven normalandeight lesion imagesets in each
group.

2. Of the eight lesions, fourwere in grey matterand fourwere
in white matter.

3. The grey matterlesions were two additiveand two subtrac
tive.

4. The white matter lesions were all additive.
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5. Inwhat we call â€œdirectâ€•sets, three normalimage sets were
reconstructed by FBP and four by MLE The image sets
withlesionswerereconstructed(fourby FBP andfourby
MLE) in random assignments.

6. In the corresponding â€œreverseâ€•sets, the methods of recon
structionof exactly the same datasets were reversed from
the above.

7. The 15 image sets in a group were presented in random
orderto theobservers.

Therewere12groupsof 15imagesets, fora totalof 180image
sets. The â€œdirectâ€•sets were presentedfirstandthe â€œreverseâ€•
sets followed. The observers knew only that approximately 50%
of the imagesin a 15-imageset groupwerenormalandthatthere
were no subtractivewhite matterlesions. The imagesrecon
structed by MLE or by FBP were immediatelyobvious to the
observersbut posed no problemfor the ROCprocedure.

A trainingsession preceded the study. The natureof the study
was explainedto the individualphysicians.Sampleimageswith
andwithoutlesionswereshownto themandtheywereinstructed
to respondto thequestion:â€œDoesthe imageshowanabnormal
ity?â€•for the center plane,with a 5-pointratingscalecorrespond
ingto: 1 = definitelyor almostdefinitelynot;2 = probablynot;
3 = possibly yes; 4 = probablyyes; and 5 = definitelyor almost
definitelyyes.

The physicianshadthe freedomto choose any methodthey
preferred for viewing the images, although the ability to manipu

I
I

FIGURE 2. M examp@SImIlarto Figure2, w@ the lesion being
@ subtrected In grey matter Indicated by an arrow.

late the color or intensityscale in order to extract the maximum
amountof informationfromthe imageswas emphasized.They all
chose to workinteractivelywith no time limiton good quality
blackandwhiteor colorimagedisplayworkstations.Therewas
thepossthilitythatphysicianswouldgiveanaffirmativeanswerin
response to either an added lesion or to a normal anatomical
feature that they perceivedto be a lesionwhichwouldlead to an
error. By designingthe study as a correlatedone, i.e., with each
imagebeingevaluatedfor both methodsof reconstruction,errors
would be made with nearly equal probability in both modalities
with results that cancel out in the final ROC analysis.

RESULTS OF ThE STUDY

ROC Curves
TheROCmethodologyusedforthisworkis basedon

fitting the data to bi-normal distributions, plotting the data
in a ROC curve and evaluating the significance of the
results, bearing in mind the correlated nature of the study
(i.e., each image set was evaluated by each observer in the
two modalities being compared). The underlying assump
tionforthebi-normaldistributionisthatanobserverfaced
withevaluatinganimageforthepresenceorabsenceof
some characteristicwill give numericalresults that are
normally distributed about some mean for positive cases
and normally distributed about a different mean for nega
tive cases. A detailed discussion of the basic process of
ROC analysis has been given previously (21). The signifi
cance of the results was evaluated by using the CORROC2
program developed at the University of Chicago for corre
lated data, based on the work of Metz, Wang and Kronman
(23,26). The resulting five pairs of ROC curves are shown

I
FiGURE 1. HIgh-COUnt(reference)Imagesreconstructedby FBP
before adding a lesion (top row), after placing an additive lesion In
grey matterIndicatedby an arrow(secondrow),FBP reconstruc
lions of a I .4M dataset correspordng to the second row Images
(thirdrow)and MLEreconstructionofthe same 1.4Mdataset The
Imagesonthe leftand rightcolumnsare submfttedtogetherwfththe
center Image to provkleanatomical Informationtothe phyaldan who
hastoratethecenterImage.Theaddedlesionwasextendedtothe
planeabovethe center.
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carriedout in twoways: (1)assumingthat physicianspiâ€”p4
are representative of the nuclear medicine physician pop
ulationwith PET experience and (2) assumingthat the five
physicians(includingp5)are representativeof that popu
lation. This assumption for the second case is, however,
not strictly correct; the t-test assumes that the data being
analyzed are normally (Gaussian) distributed about a mean
we wish to estimate. It implies that the individualpartici
pants in the test have some characteristic in common that
justifies the assumption of nonnality of the data with a
unique mean. The areas A@under the ROC curves for p5
were very near 0.5, indicatinga performancefor the ROC
task which was very near random for both methods of
reconstruction. The requirement that physicians p1â€”pS
have similar characteristics for the performance of the
ROC task was not met and therefore the assumption of
normality of the data cannot be supported. Nevertheless, we
haveevaluatedthedatawithandwithouttheinclusionofp5
to show thatintheworst case the hypothesisbeingtestedcan
be rejected.

Cose 1: Taldng @zIythe Data from Observers p1-
p4. The t-test establishes that@ (the true difference in
the areas A@)observed by four physicians taken from a
group of physicians with characteristics similar to the pl-p4
group, which replicates the experiment we have carried out
with the same image sets, is bound by the 95%confidence
interval:

0.0685 â€”0.0017 < i@Az< 0.0685 + 0A1017,

in favor of the MLE method.
We then define the p level as the probabilityoffinding an

absolute difference in area as large or larger than the one
observed by a group of four physicians with characteristics
similar to the plâ€”p4group, replicating the same experiment
if the two methods of reconstruction were equally effective
in demonstratinglesions. The p level is <0.00001, i.e., the
hypothesis that the two methods are equally effective can
be rejected.

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
frequency(fractionof sampling freq.)

FIGURE4. Butterworthfilterusedin theFBPreconstructions
shownwiththeShepp-l@oganfilterusedroutinelyforthereconstruc
lion of 1.4Mcount datasets in the UCLADept of Nudear Medicine.

FiGURE3. Anexamplesimilarto Agure2,wfflithelesionbeing
added inwhftematterindicatedbyan arrow.Thislesionextendsto
theplaneabovecenter.

in Figures 5Aâ€”5E(one pairfor each of the observers in the
study). The solid or broken lines correspond to the bi
normal fitting, whereas the dots correspond to the actual
data points obtained from the data. As indicated in Figure
5A, the solid line represents the MLE results.

Table 1 shows the areaA@underthe ROCcurve for each
of the observers for the two methods of reconstructionand
the differencebetween the two. In the first four cases, the
values of A@for the MLE are larger than those for the FBP
by approximately10%or more. For physicianp5, no signif
icant difference is observed between the two methods, but it
mustbe noted thatthe actualA@values arebarelyabove 0.5
which indicatea performancenot too differentfrom chance
for both reconstructionmethods. This exercise is very dif
ferentfroma diagnosticprocedureinnuclearmedicineso the
above result for p5 must be taken in the proper context.

Statistical Significance
The ROC curves for the cases of plâ€”p4are not suffi

ciently separated to establish statistical significance indi
vidually. We estimate that approximately 300 independent
datasets (600 different image sets) would have been needed
for that purpose instead of the 90 datasets used. Taken
collectively, however, the probability that four observers
would findthose similarresults by chance is very small, as
will be shown below. A collective statistical analysis was
performed by using Student's t-test for paired data for
testing the hypothesis that the two methods of reconstruc
tion yield images with equal detectability. The test was
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FiGURE5. (Aâ€”E)ROCcurvesforthefiveindMdualphyaldans.Solidanddashedlinescorrespondtoabi-normalfittingofthemeasured
data, which are represented by circles. The MLEresults are those shown by the solid lines. The abdssa corresponds to the false-positive
fraction (FPF, as shown inA), i.e., the fractionof negaffvecases diagnosed as positive.The ordinate correspondsto the true-positivefraction
(1FFinA),i.e.,the fractionofpositivecorrectlydiagnosedas positive.Anexcellentdiagnosiswouldcorrespondto curveswithhighvalues
of TPF at very lowvalues of FPF. Such curves would have an area A@near 1.0.

Case 2: Taking the Data from All Five Observers. If
we assume that the five observers (p1â€”pS)are truly repre
sentative of the population of experienced PET nuclear
medicine physicians, then the true difference in the areas
A@for any five physicians replicating the same experiment
is bound between:

0.055 â€”0.038 < @Az< 0.055 + 0.038,

in favor ofthe MLE method. The p level obtainedis <0.20,
i.e., the hypothesis that the two methods of reconstruction
are equally effective can be rejected with at least 80%
probability of being correct.

TABLE I
Com@son of ROC Curve Results
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DISCUSSION

The above results establish the fact that the MLE
method of image reconstruction is better than the FBP for
the task of detecting small focal lesions at the threshold of
detectability. We note that our intended goal of evaluating
the difference between the methods of reconstruction in
borderline cases has been fulfilled. Except for observer PS,
the areaA@forthe FBP rangesbetween 0.576â€”0.699,while
for MLE it ranges between 0.657â€”0.773.It is generally
accepted that values for A@ in the vicinity of 0.65â€”0.75
result in useful sensitivity to demonstrate differences be
tween procedures. In our case, lower values would indi
cate lesions that are very difficultfor that group of physi
cians to detect while substantially larger numbers would
probably indicate that the lesions are too easily detected.
The lesions placed on the high-count images were all
judged to be detectable by an experienced observer,
though some were relatively subtle. When transferred to
the low-count images, these lesions became considerably
more difficult to detect because of statistical noise. By a
simple analysis of the responses of different observers to
different lesions, we have established qualitatively that the



difference in the ROC curves is due to higher ratings (on
the 1â€”5scale) in MLE images for additive lesions in white
matterandfor subtractivelesions in grey matter.The results
foradditivelesions in greymatterandin normalimageswere
nearly identical for both methods of reconstruction.

A practicalquestion arises as a resultof the above analy
sis: How often are physicians faced with having to detect
lesions in borderline cases? Unfortunately, we cannot an
swer that question. Every time a study is diagnosed as nor
mal, the physicianmay have been facing a borderlinecase.
We submit that MLE reconstructionsshould decrease the
number of false-negative readings of PET studies.

It mightalso be arguedthat the situationdevised for this
study differs substantially from the clinical interpretation of
most PET brain imagingstudies in which the PET images
are compared directly with corresponding images from
structural imaging techniques such as computed tomogra
phy or magnetic resonance imaging.To a largeextent, this
assertion is true and the influence of potentially improved
reconstruction methods may be difficult or impossible to
quantify in such cases. However, in the clinical interpre
tation of PET brain images, the interpreter is still fre
quently left with the question of the presence, absence or
level of activity within a discrete focus. For example, a
commonclinical applicationof FDG-PET brain imagingis
the distinction between radiation necrosis and recurrent
braintumorbased on the level and/orspatialdistributionof
FDG accumulation. This dilemma frequently entails the
assessment of activity levels within a small lesion or a small
portion of a structurally heterogeneous lesion. The current
results suggest that the MLE reconstructiontechniquemay
offer clinically significantadvantages in such situations.

One of the objections often raised to the use of MLE
reconstructions in a clinical setting is the requirementfor
high computational times. The MLE images shown in Fig
ures 1, 2 and 3 were obtained in approximately 10 miii per
planeusinga readilyavailableHewlett-Packard-730worksta
tion andour software,which is not particularlyoptimizedfor
speed. The advent of powerful, reasonablypricedmultipro
cessors will increase the speed of computation significantly.
The performanceof a Hyper-Cubestructureof 8 iPSO860
processors was evaluated recently by our group and was
foundto permitreconstructionofone planein approximately
30 sec, bringing the MLE method in the range of clinical
utility. With rapidly decreasing prices for such processors,
clinical trials of the MLE algorithm are now indicated.
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